
The U.S. National Cybersecurity Strategy emphasizes that digital transformations pose urgent risks, and solutions

must extend beyond information-sharing between the private sector and government to achieve cyber resilience.

Columbia University’s School of International and Public Affairs (SIPA) Cybersecurity Program is offering an

intensive ten hour executive education course on cyber resilience and collaboration for senior technology and

cyber leaders in the public- and private-sectors.

EXECUTIVE EDUCATION PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Private and public sector cyber leaders

High-ranking military officials

Government officials seeking advanced cyber

strategies

WHO SHOULD ENROLL?WHY THIS COURSE?

Real-World Expertise: Learn from leaders with

experience in the highest echelons of cyber

security, including the White House and top

private firms.

Certificate of Completion: Earn a recognized

credential from Columbia University.

Expand Your Network: Join a community of peers

and experts for ongoing learning and

opportunities.

PROGRAM DETAILS

Location: New York City @ Columbia University

Dates: June 7th - 9th, 2024

Duration: Weekend immersion to include ~14

hours of academic instruction

Features: Weekend study, dinners, and

networking events

Cyber resilience essentials

Evolution of cyber threats

Strategic cyber risk forecasting

Building your cyber resilience plan

Team-based cyber security strategies

Engaging leadership in cyber initiatives

KEY TOPICS

SCAN TO APPLY

CYBER RESILIENCE AND COLLABORATION
EMPOWERING LEADERS IN PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECTORS

June 7th - 9th, 2024



PROGRAM FEES

EARLY ENROLLMENT Before April 1, 2024 $3,500

STANDARD ENROLLMENT April 2024 $4,000

LATE ENROLLMENT May & June 2024 $4,500

Based in New York City, our cyber security and resilience research and courses are innovative and influential. For

instance, our New York Cyber Task Force’s work on enhancing Internet defense significantly influenced the White

House’s National Cybersecurity Strategy and the creation of a public-private joint Cyber Defense Collaborative by

the Cyber and Infrastructure Security Agency. 

You will learn from SIPA’s unique team led by some of the world’s top authorities in the business and national

security dynamics of cybersecurity and resilience. Our faculty combine their long histories as cyber practitioners in

the private sector, military, intelligence, and White House with deep credentials in academia and instruction.

WHY COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY?

Jason Healey, SIPA’s cyber lead, has a 25-year history in cybersecurity, including senior positions

at the White House and Goldman Sachs.  He is the former vice chair of the Financial Services

Information Sharing and Analysis Center, the central cyber sharing and collaboration organization of

the finance sector.

COURSE LEADERSHIP

The course will be supported by the Picker Center for Executive Education, founded in 1999 The Center allows us

to bring in distinguished Columbia faculty on location in New York and in Washington DC.

Greg Rattray, a SIPA adjunct, brings deep experience from the military, White House, and finance

sector, including as the former top cybersecurity executive (CISO) of JP Morgan Chase and leader

of the Cyber Defense Assistance Collaborative for Ukraine.
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